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Join us in creating a new vision of social
innovation in the Alpine region, ready?

The new platform will provide information on the research carried out by the ASIS project partners. We,
partners (universities, institutions and specialized structures), are working together to define and share a
new vision for social innovation. We will propose new public policies to better answer societal
challenges of today and tomorrow.

Come and register to follow us!

Are you an actor
of public
policies?
The platform proposes a
forum to connect with many
other european actors of
public policies to share ideas,
imagine the policies of
tomorrow, propose common
actions on social innovation.
The platform will propose
soon guidelines, trainings and
materials to better
understand social innovation
or test new innovation public
policies that answer societal
challenges.

Forum

Are you a
sectoral agency
or business
support
organisation?
The platform will connect you
to other european agencies
and share project ideas on
innovation.
Adapted materials and
trainings can help you to
better support social
innovation projects, or create
synergies between actors of
innovation that want to
answer societal challenges at
european level.

Ressources

Are you an actor
of innovation
(enterprise,
association...) in
your region?
Find an opportunity to
communicate to european
public actors and agencies
your needs in term of support
for your innovative projects
that aim to answer societal
challenges or to suggest
public actions that can be
tested at regional or
european level ! 
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About us!

A NEW VISION?

A new définition of SI

Next ASIS event

Politiques de l'innovation et enjeux sociétaux dans
l'espace alpin

Contribute to the development of a common
vision of social innovation in the Alpine region....
Will you participate in the workshop on
supporting public actors or on the bridges to be
created between technological innovation
actors and social innovation actors?
Read more

What territorialized visions of social innovation? in Lyon

The Chair of Entrepreneurship in Social and
Solidarity Economics at the Université Lumière
Lyon 2 organizes a series of conferences entitled
Mardi de l'ESS.
In this context and that of the In situ week, it is
offering a conference on social innovation. What
common approach to social innovation?....
Read more

ASIS Workshop in Turin

The ASIS partners will gather in Turin, Italy in the
fall of 2019 for a public event. The workshop will
reassemble the most important actors on Social
Innovation who will discuss the challenges that
the Alpine Space faces and the solutions that
Social Innovation could provide. The workshop
will be hosted by the ASIS partners: City of Turin
and the …
Read more

Last ASIS event
Each event is the moment to share and develop news tools, methodologies and guidelines

New tools available to better support social innovation

You are a social actor, a sectoral agency or a
business support organization? You seek new
methods to set up indicators and evaluate social
impact?You wish to mobilise all stakeholders to
develop more cooperation around innovation in
the Alpine area?The ASIS project team has
developed 5 guidelines, including relevant
methodologies, to help better support social
innovation projects.Find out more here!

Read more
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